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 e. Your file .zip file is invalid, you need a ZIP file, that includes at least an epub file. To save file in computer, see here
how. You can also use the More Info link below the error message if you want to report the error to the site owners.  I would

love to know what I have to do. A: One of the file errors in the terminal is very weird for me. Here is my epub file:
\tableofcontents \listoffigures \listoftables \mainmatter \chapter{Introduction} The error was due to the fact that my table of

contents entry was too long. If I add it to the bottom of the file, it works great. Since I don't have a table of contents in the first
chapter, I didn't think the error would be in the table of contents. I don't want to delete the table of contents entry because I have
a reference in another file. Clinical and laboratory aspects of chronic hepatitis C. To describe the state of current knowledge on

the pathogenesis, natural history, treatment and prevention of chronic hepatitis C infection. Review articles and data from
English-language journals. Chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is the leading cause of chronic liver disease and end-stage
liver disease worldwide. Currently, at least 170 million individuals are infected, and approximately half of them have persistent
infection. Evidence suggests that the immune system plays a major role in the control of HCV infection. Chronic infection may

lead to liver cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma or death. Standardized treatment is available, but the response to treatment is
highly variable and unpredictable. Chronic HCV infection is the most common reason for liver transplantation in the United

States. Recent data suggest that HCV infection is also associated with increased risk of cardiovascular disease and thrombosis.
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The diagnosis of chronic HCV infection is based on the detection of HCV-RNA by means of reverse-transcription polymerase
chain reaction. The serum levels of transaminases and HCV-RNA have prognostic significance. Patients with normal liver
function tests and negative HCV-RNA status have a good prognosis, whereas patients with persistently abnormal tests or
detectable HCV-RNA have increased risk of progressive liver disease. The combination of antiviral therapy and antiviral

prophylaxis significantly decreases the likelihood of HC 82157476af
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